Handout #1
Major Themes

ASSESSOR TRAINING:
MAJOR THEMES REVISITED
FAMILY AND CHILD ASSESSMENT


Family assessment is a mutual process: assessment is done with
the family, not to the family. Ideally, the family and the assessor
will arrive at the same conclusion about the family’s
appropriateness and readiness for adoption.



Adoption and foster care assessment should be strength-based.
The intent of recruitment and assessment is to screen families in,
not out, by building on strengths and enhancing areas of need.



Some personal values can and do interfere in the assessment
process. Through education and training, assessors must learn to
identify the characteristics contributing to success in adoption
and focus exclusively on evaluating the presence or absence of
these characteristics.



Cultural competence can be defined as the capacity to relate
with persons from diverse cultures in a sensitive, respectful, and
productive way. Cultural incompetence on the part of the
assessor will likely result in mis-assessment of the family.



A joint Foster/Adoptive Parent Assessment is preferred. A joint
assessment supports fewer moves for children, reduces
bureaucratic barriers and delays for foster families who wish to
adopt, expands the adoptive resources available, and lets foster
parents know that they will be considered as adoptive parents
for children in their care.



The goal of matching is to ensure the most appropriate fit
between the needs of the child and the strengths of the
resource family.
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BIRTH PARENT SERVICES


Birth parents, both mother and father, should be empowered to
have as much involvement as possible in permanency planning
for their children.



Birth parents should be helped to understand, accept, and
manage the pain of an adoption decision, whether that
decision is made by the parent or by the court.

POST FINALIZATION ADOPTION SERVICES


Adoption is a lifelong process involving issues for all triad
members. Adoption issues do not end with legalization.



Many adopted persons and adoptive parents experience
“adoption issues:” normal, expected feelings associated with the
adoptive family experience. Some individuals will experience
stronger feelings than others, and some life stages or events can
trigger a stronger reaction to the feelings.



The need for post adoption services should be normalized when
assessing and training families and during the pre-finalization
period.

ADOPTION ASSISTANCE


Adoption assistance has been available since 1980 to assure
that money is not a barrier for families wishing to provide
permanency to children waiting for adoptive homes.

PLACEMENT STRATEGIES


Placement almost universally creates crisis for children.



The younger the child, the more difficult transition is. Pre-verbal
children are extremely dependent on their primary caregivers,
and they are unable to understand reasons for placement
changes. A very young child also has an under-developed
sense of time, so that even “short-term” separations are viewed
as permanent.



The goals of effective transition planning are to minimize stress
caused by change, maximize the child’s ability to cope with the
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change, and assure the child has an accurate perception of the
event.


The degree of trauma experienced by a child is largely
dependent on the worker’s skill in structuring the placement.



The unknown is very threatening. The known is less threatening.



Permanent traumatic separation greatly increases the child’s
sense of loss. Carefully planned transition from temporary to
permanent placement limits the child’s perception of loss.



There is no simplistic “recipe” for placement activities. Assessors
must understand and apply the concepts underlying good
placement work, basing individualized placement decisions on
the principles of best practice.

PRE-FINALIZATION ADOPTION SERVICES


The goals of pre-finalization services are to strengthen, stabilize,
and maintain the adoptive placement.



The absence of supportive services before and after adoption
finalization has been widely identified as a critical factor in the
successful continuation of an adoptive placement.



Workers must remain actively involved with the adoptive family
after placement as an adult educator, a facilitator of resources,
and a crisis interventionist.



A primary method of ensuring the long-term success of an
adoptive placement is to promote the development of
attachment between family members and the adopted child.

CULTURAL ISSUES IN PERMANENCY PLANNING


It is critical for workers involved in permanency planning to be
culturally competent in order to make good family and child
assessments, to make good matches, and to establish positive
relationships with children and families for pre-finalization and
post-finalization work.



A culturally competent worker must understand the values,
beliefs, attitudes and traditions of the cultural group served;
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know the cultural norms, especially regarding “outsiders," and
receiving help from social service agencies; learn about the
family’s culture from the family; acknowledge cultural
differences; clarify subtleties of communication; know and abide
by social rules of the group, and choose services that are
culturally responsive.


A culturally competent worker understands federal legislation
(Indian Child Welfare Act and Multiethnic Placement Act)
relating to race, ethnicity and the placement of children in foster
care or adoptive homes.

OPENNESS IN ADOPTION


The central focus of successful adoption relationships is always to
meet the needs of the child.



Birth and adoptive families should be empowered to determine
the parameters of the open relationship.



Having the support and encouragement of the birth family can
greatly enhance the child’s acquisition of a positive identity.



Within limits, assessors must preserve the right of the parent to
make whatever choices they can for the future of their children,
even if they are unable to be the parenting figure in the future of
the child.



While an open adoption is not legally enforceable, the quality of
the adoption will depend on the integrity the participants bring
to their commitments.



Openness in adoption exists along a continuum between totally
open and totally closed. Most adoptions exist somewhere
between these two extremes.



Each open adoption relationship is as unique as the individuals
within that relationship.



There should be flexibility within open adoption relationships to
accommodate change as all persons within the relationship,
including the child, grow and mature. The relationship must also
be flexible enough to accommodate conflict, a component of
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all human relationships. A pre-existing avenue for managing
conflict will greatly enhance the open adoption experience.
ACHIEVING PERMANENCY THROUGH INTERAGENCY COLLABORATION


Permanency planning reflects a fundamental child welfare
value regarding the right of children to grow and develop in
permanent, stable family environments.



Agency to agency collaboration must exist for us to meet the
needs of children awaiting permanency, to comply with the
requirements of federal legislation and to be responsive to
agencies and families using new technology in finding
placements for children.



A shared vision and complimentary missions demand that
collaborating partners overcome disagreements and work
together professionally to help children find appropriate
permanent homes.



When adoption agencies are insensitive or judgmental about
the cultures that have developed in other organizations, barriers
to communication and collaboration can severely hamper the
ability of individuals within those agencies to work together
effectively.

GATHERING AND DOCUMENTING BACKGROUND INFORMATION


Adopted children should be provided with complete and
accurate information about their past in a developmentally
appropriate manner.



Adoptive parents need complete and accurate information to
answer a child’s questions truthfully, to understand the impact of
a child’s trauma, and to fill in the child’s memory gaps.



Adopted children need complete and accurate information to
address issues of guilt, fantasies, loyalties, identity, genetics,
medical history and self-esteem.



Gathering and documenting complete background information
is a comprehensive task involving all agency staff, past or
present, with contact with the child or the birth family.
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Early disclosure of information to the child promotes a healthy
parent/child relationship, creates awareness of adoption within
the context of love and commitment, avoids having to “undo”
incorrect information and removes the fear of accidental
revelation.
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Handout #2
CPS Questions

CPS QUESTIONS
ASSESSOR REFRESHER COURSE
Respond to the following scenarios, using your Classroom Performance
System remotes.
1. Applicant has a history of multiple arrests for burglary and
shoplifting. These arrests occurred when he was a young adult. The
applicant is now 46 years old, has held the same job for 15 years,
and has had no contact with the police or the courts for over 20
years. He should be considered as a promising prospective foster
caregiver.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

2. Applicant’s wife has mentioned her concern about her husband’s
intense interest in Internet pornography. He spends one to two
hours each day in his den looking at graphic material. He feels this
“hobby” assures his fidelity within the marriage. This family should be
considered as promising adoptive applicants.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

3. Applicants indicate they would like to adopt a little girl, but
definitely not a boy. When asked why, they share they do not want
an adopted child to carry on the family name. This family should be
considered as promising adoptive applicants.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree
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Handout #2a
CPS Questions

CPS QUESTIONS
1. Applicant indicates he grew up in foster care. Good follow-up question:
a. Who did you see as your primary parent when you were a child?
b. How do you thing the foster care system has changed since you were a
child?
c. Were you mistreated by foster caregivers?
d. No follow-up needed.
2. Applicant says, “My childhood was happy.” Good follow-up question:
a. Where did you go to school?
b. Has your life as an adult been happy as well?
c. Tell me what made your childhood a happy experience.
d. Did you have traumatic experiences during your childhood?
e. No follow-up needed.
3. Applicant indicates she was a victim of domestic violence during her first
marriage. Good follow-up question:
a. How did you cope with the violence?
b. How did the relationship end?
c. Who were your supports?
d. What did you learn from this experience?
e. All of the above.
4. Applicant learned in training that foster caregivers can’t use corporal punishment.
He objects to this policy. Good follow-up question:
a. Do you want to be licensed as a foster caregiver or not?
b. Are you willing to consider and learn other discipline methods?
c. What type of corporal punishment do you plan to use?
d. Are you willing to enroll in parenting classes?
e. No follow-up needed
5. Applicant indicates she has a history of chronic depression. Good follow-up
question:
a. What makes you feel depressed?
b. How will your depression be impacted by becoming a foster parent?
c. How is your depression being managed?
d. Why don’t you just snap out of it?
e. No follow-up needed
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6. This applicant should be considered as a promising prospective foster caregiver.
a. Strongly agree
b. Agree
c. Neutral
d. Disagree
e. Strongly disagree
7. This family should be considered as promising adoptive applicants.
a. Strongly agree
b. Agree
c. Neutral
d. Disagree
e. Strongly disagree
8. This family should be considered as promising adoptive applicants.
a. Strongly agree
b. Agree
c. Neutral
d. Disagree
e. Strongly disagree
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Handout #3
Open Records

OHIO LAWS REGARDING OPEN RECORDS
Under Ohio law, there are three different groups of adopted persons in
Ohio:
 Adopted people adopted prior to 1964
These individuals, and their lineal descendants, have access to their
original birth certificates and can obtain these through a request to the
Ohio Department of Health.
 Adopted people adopted from January 1, 1964 to September 18, 1996
As a result of legislation effective in March, 2014, these individuals and
their lineal descendants can access their original birth certificates as of
March 20, 2015. Upon request, the adult adoptee or their lineal
descendant (age 18 or older) can receive the original birth certificate,
adoption decree, and amended birth certificate from the Ohio
Department of Health, Division of Vital Statistics.
Birth parents can indicate their wishes for contact through a Contact
Preference Form. The Contact Preference Form is a voluntary form,
available through the Division of Vital Statistics starting on March 20,
2014, with three options:
1. A birth parent can express a desire for contact and
provide personal contact information.
2. A birth parent can express desire for contact and
provide contact information for a third party of their
choosing.
3. A birth parent can express his or her desire for no
contact.
The Contact Preference Form will be released to the adoptee or their
lineal descendant with the contents of the adoption file.
In addition, birth parents have one year from the effective date of the
legislation in which they can request their name be redacted, or
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removed, from the original birth certificate released to the adoptee. Birth
parents using the redaction option must provide a current medical
history. A social and medical history form will be given to birth parents,
and they will be urged to update the form as needed. The redaction
option will be made available between March 20, 2014 and March 19,
2015. The redaction form can be removed, if the name of the birth parent
changes, by contacting the Department of Health, Office of Vital
Statistics.
 Adopted people adopted after September 18, 1996
These individuals may have access to their vital statistics records when
they reach age 21, and their adoptive parents have access when the
adoptee is 18-21 years old unless denied access by the birth parent. Since
1996 birth parents have been presented a form at the time of the
adoption consenting or denying consent to the future release of the
record. The birth parent can change their mind and file a new form at any
time. The vital statistics records are available unless there is a form on file
denying consent (i.e. if there is no form on file either way, the file will be
released).
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Handout #4
Transition Visit

FACILITATING THE TRANSITION VISIT
Adapted from work by Beverly Spivek Morris and Mediating Permanency Outcomes by
Jeanne Etter (Cooperative Adoption Mediation Project, 1993)

ASSESS APPROPRIATENESS

OF

VISIT



Is it in the child’s best interests to have a transition/goodbye visit?
Will it be psychologically helpful or harmful?



Who should be there?



What boundaries need to be set?

SETTING

THE

STAGE



Who will facilitate the visit?



Who should be at the visit?



Where and when will the visit take place?



Assure the visit occurs in a room without distractions.

BIRTH PARENT PREPARATION
Meet with the birth family in person and:


Explain the importance and purpose of the transition/goodbye visit.



Acknowledge and help family identify and process their feelings.
Help the parent begin facing his loss by talking about what others
have experienced.
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Identify messages that the parent (grandparent or other) must give
to child:
a) Ownership of the reason for the child’s placement;
b) Ownership of reason for the custody/living arrangement
change;
c) Closure to going home;
d) Message that the parent will be okay;
e) Message that the parent loves and will never forget the child;
f) Permission for the child to attach to and love new family;
g) Permission for the child to succeed and be happy.



Help parent decide on a present (one) they will bring.



Help parent write a card or letter to give to child.



Help parent identify a support system for themselves for the time
after the visit.



Review with the parent the grief recovery process. Remind the
parent that grieving is work he or she must do: “the only way out is
through.”



Remember that forgiving oneself takes work. It often helps to
remember everyone was doing the best he or she could at the time,
considering the circumstances.



Acknowledge that forgiving others is even harder. They were also
doing the best they could at that time.

CHILD PREPARATION
Meet with the child in person and:


Explain the purpose of the transition/goodbye visit.



Ask the child what she would like to hear from her parent. Start
with a list of what other children have wanted to hear. Let her check
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off what she wants. Let the child know, “This is what you want to
hear. I can’t promise it’s what you will hear.”


Help child identify and process feelings.



Describe things that could happen during the visit (e.g., “People cry
because saying good-bye is not easy”).



Help child decide and practice what they want to say to the birth
parent.



Help child write a letter or card (if appropriate).



Set up a support plan for the time after the visit.

THE GENERAL ORDER

OF THE

VISIT

Note: The child should come in first and leave last. The child and parent
should NEVER be left alone. The visit should last 20-30 minutes.
a) Small talk—keep it short;
b) Facilitator reminds everyone of the purpose of the visit. (Ex: “We
are here so that Mom can say goodbye to Joey. This will be their
last visit.”)
c) Help birth parent give the transition/goodbye message and
blessing.
d) Help the child give their message to the parent.
e) Present exchange.
f) Take pictures.
g) Goodbyes.
h) Parent leaves.
i) Process feelings with child.

POST TRANSITION VISIT


Understand anger is our society’s most acceptable expression of
emotional pain. Know that anger can turn into lashing-out at those to
whom the birth parent is closest.
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Give the parent the choice of using this loss as a chance to start
healing or to fall into old patterns of abusing herself or others.



Encourage and allow the release of crying, shaking, or shouting when
sadness, fear, or anger surfaces.



Emphasize that healing emotional pain is eased with support from a
counselor, a friend, or a group committed to helping her do whatever
it takes to heal.

CAUTIONS


If the parent does say hurtful things during the visit, stop the visit.



If the parent will not be able to verbalize the message well, have him
write a letter to give to his child during the visit. Be sure the letter
is phrased well and help with wording in a diplomatic way: “Your child
might interpret this the wrong way.”



Make sure the child understands what is being said during the visit.
For example, ask the child, “Do you understand your dad wants you to
love your new parents?”
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Handout #5
Special Needs Definition

TITLE IV-E AA DEFINITION OF A SPECIAL NEEDS CHILD*
In order for a child to be considered a special needs child for the
purposes of the Title IV-E Adoption Assistance program, all of the following
criteria must be met:
(A)
The public children services agency (PCSA) has determined that
the child cannot or should not be returned to the home of his parents.
(B)
The child meets the financial deprivation requirement by one of the
following:
 Eligible for AFDC based on 1996 requirements
 Eligible for SSI
 The child was in receipt of AA in a prior finalized adoption,
currently meets the definition of special needs, and:
o The prior finalized adoption was dissolved and the
adoptive parent’s rights were terminated on or after
October 1, 1997, or
o The child's adoptive parent(s) died on or after October
1, 1997.

Note: The Fostering Connections to Success and Increasing
Adoptions Act of 2008 mandates that a child, who is age sixteen or
older on or after October 1, 2009 or age fourteen on or after October
1, 2010, meets the financial deprivation requirement for Title IV-E AA.
Each year another age group of children will be phased in until
October 1, 2017, at which time all children who are in care of a PCSA,
PCPA or tribe will meet the financial deprivation eligibility requirement
to receive Title IV-E AA.

The Fostering Connections to Success and Increasing Adoptions Act of
2008 also mandates that a child who has been in the custody of a
PCSA, PCPA, or a tribe for 60 consecutive months meets the financial
deprivation requirement.
The OAC rules are not yet in effect for these two additional
allowances.
(C) The PCSA or PCPA shall document that the child has a specific factor
or condition, or a combination of factors or conditions that makes it
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difficult to place the child with an adoptive family without the
provision of AA and/or medical assistance. The child shall meet at
least one of the following specific factors or conditions:
1. The child is in a sibling group of three or more or is being adopted
as part of a previously adopted biological sibling group of three or
more that makes it difficult to place the child for adoption without
the provision of AA.
2. The child is a member of a minority racial or ethnic group that
makes it difficult to place the child without provision of AA.
3. The child is age six years of age or older.
4. The child has remained in the permanent custody of a PCSA or
PCPA for more than one year without being placed in an
approved adoptive home.
5. The child has been in the home of his or her prospective adoptive
parent(s) as a foster child for at least 12 consecutive months
directly preceding adoptive placement and would experience
severe separation and loss if placed in another setting due to his
or her significant emotional ties with the foster parent(s) as
determined and documented by a qualified mental health
professional.
6. The child has experienced a previous adoption disruption or three
or more disrupted substitute care placements while in the custody
of a PCSA or PCPA.
7. A qualified professional, assessing conditions within their area of
expertise, has diagnosed the child to a developmental disability,
developmental delay, mental illness, mental retardation, as
defined in rule 5101:2-1-01 of the Administrative Code.
8. The child or the child’s biological family has a social or medical
history that establishes a substantial or risk, of acquiring a
developmental disability, developmental delay, mental illness,
mental retardation, as defined in rule 5101:2-1-01 of the
Administrative Code. This risk must be determined by a qualified
professional assessing a condition within his area of expertise,
which makes it difficult to place the child for adoption without
provision of AA.
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(D)

The PCSA or PCPA shall document that a reasonable but
unsuccessful effort was made to place the child with an
appropriate adoptive parent(s) without providing AA or Title XIX
medical assistance by completing the following activities.

Note: Family, Children, and Adult Services Procedure Letter No. 182
(effective October 5, 2009) removes the requirement for agencies to
submit OAPL information as outlined in OAC 5101:2-49-03 “Special Needs
Criteria for Adoption Assistance.” Agencies still must document that a
reasonable but unsuccessful effort was made to place the child without
providing AA.

(F)

If any of the following apply, the PCSA or PCPA does not
have to document that a reasonable effort to place the
child without adoption assistance was made:
1. The child has been in the home of his or her prospective
adoptive parent(s) as a foster child for at least 12
consecutive months directly preceding the adoptive
placement and would experience severe separation
and loss if placed in another setting due to his or her
significant emotional ties with the foster parent(s) as
determined and documented by a qualified mental
health professional; or
2. The prospective adoptive parent(s) is a relative; or
3. The child is being adopted by a previously adopted
sibling’s adoptive parent(s).

* This information is taken from Ohio Administrative Code rules,
Chapter 5101:2-49 (effective January 2007)
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Handout #6
Overview of Assistance Programs

Overview of Adoption Assistance Programs
Apply
prior to
finalization

Federal Title
IV-E AA
Nonrecurring
Adoption
Expenses
State Adoption
Maintenance

Child
meets
definition
of special
needs

Child is
financially
eligible
(ADC557) or
SSI















PASSS




Adoptive
Family
meets
financial
means
test

Provides
monthly
payment

Provides
identified
services
to child’s
family



Can
receive
retroactively
from
state
hearing

Apply
after
finalization

Provides
one-time
payment
for
adoption
expenses

Provides
assistance
for medical,
surgical,
psychological,
psychiatric,
or counseling
services















Meets the State definition of a child with a special needs
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Handout #7
Subsidy Checklist

SUBSIDY CHECKLIST
Services

Special Needs
Criteria for
Child

Financial
Means Test
Date of
Application

Provision of
Medicaid

IV-E Adoption Assistance

Nonrecurring Costs

SAMS

Monthly Payment to family
negotiable to a maximum of
the foster care rate for the
child.
Child must meet Title IV-E
AA special Needs criteria OR
Child is SSI eligible at time of
petition for adoption
finalization

One time payment for expenses
directly related to the adoption.
Maximum payment of $1,000 per
child after finalization.
Child must meet Title IV-E
special needs criteria.

Monthly maintenance payment.
Maximum of $240 in state
payment.

Reimburses family for therapeutic, respite,
residential services up to $10,000 per SFY
($15,000 in extraordinary circumstances).

PASSS

Child not eligible for Title IVE AA. Child must meet the
state special needs criteria

Child’s eligibility based on
ADC relatedness.*
No adoptive parent income
requirements.
Apply, sign agreement with
custodial agency prior to
finalization.
Application after finalization
through state hearing if PCSA
did not inform parents of
subsidy or failed to share
relevant information regarding
child’s special needs.
Child is eligible for Medicaid
card

No ADC relatedness requirement.
No adoptive parent income
requirements.

Adoptive family must be within
120% of the federal median
income.

Child has physical or developmental handicap or
mental or emotional condition that existed before
the adoption petition filed, developed after the
petition filed and can be directly attributed to
factors in the child’s pre-adoption background or
birth family’s background or medical history
5% co-pay required, if family’s gross income is
greater than 200% of the poverty guidelines.

Apply, sign agreement with
custodial agency if Title IV-E
agreement or with PCSA in
county of residence prior to
finalization.

Apply, sign agreement prior to
finalization with custodial
agency.

Apply after finalization to PCSA in county of
residence

N/A

Family must apply for
Medicaid in the county of
residence; child must have a
medical necessity.

N/A

*The Fostering Connections to Success and Increasing Adoptions Act of 2008 mandates that a child, who is age sixteen or older on or after October 1, 2009 or age fourteen on or after October 1, 2010,
meets the financial deprivation requirement for Title IV-E AA. Each year another age group of children will be phased in until October 1, 2017, at which time all children who are in care of a PCSA,
PCPA or tribe will meet the financial deprivation eligibility requirement to receive Title IV-E AA. The Fostering Connections to Success and Increasing Adoptions Act of 2008 also mandates that a
child who has been in the custody of a PCSA, PCPA, or a tribe for 60 consecutive months meets the financial deprivation requirement. The OAC rules are not yet in effect for these two additional
allowances.

Assessors should remember that statutes and rules regarding adoption subsidies change. It is imperative to attend ongoing training offered by ODJFS,
check periodically with Ohio Field Office staff, and refer questions to the Help Desk at 1-866-886-3537
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Handout #8
Title IV-E AA

TITLE IV-E ADOPTION ASSISTANCE
Title IV-E Adoption Assistance provides a maintenance payment and
Medicaid coverage for special needs children who are placed in
adoptive homes and who are Title IV-E eligible.
Families receiving Title IV-E AA are not eligible for State Maintenance
subsidies, but are eligible for Nonrecurring Adoption Expenses and they
may be eligible for PASSS.
The adoption subsidy agreement for Title IV-E must be re-determined
annually.
Eligibility for Title IV-E Adoption Assistance
1. Application for Title IV-E adoption assistance must be made prior to
finalization of the adoption.
2. The child must have special needs (see criteria in Handout #1); and
3. The child must be placed for adoption by a PCSA or PCPA which has
permanent custody of the child at the time of the placement; and
4. The child meets AFDC-relatedness at the time of the removal from the
home which led to agency custody.
5. The court order or permanent surrender that led to the removal of the
child from the home and into agency custody contains a judicial
determination that the removal from the home or placement of the
child into custody is in the best interest of the child.
6. Exception: Criteria #3, 4, and 5 above do not apply to a child who
meets the eligibility requirements for SSI benefits no later than the date
of the finalization of the adoption. The Social Security Administration is
responsible for determining SSI eligibility. A child who meets the both
criterion of this paragraph must meet the definition of special needs.
7. Title IV-E AA will continue for a child who was previously determined
eligible for AA in a prior adoption and is placed in a subsequent
adoption, as long as the child meets the definition of special needs, as
a result of the following:
a. The prior adoption has been dissolved, and the parental
rights of the adoptive parent(s) have been terminated on or
after October 1, 1997; or
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b. The child’s adoptive parents have died on or after October 1,
1997.
Procedures for Payment of Title IV-E Adoption Assistance
1. The adoption assistance agreement must be entered into prior to
finalization of the adoption.
2. The amount of the payment is determined by negotiation and mutual
agreement based on the needs of the child and the circumstances of
the adoptive family.
3. There is no income eligibility test.
4. The amount may be renegotiated by the agency and adoptive
parent at any time to reflect the needs of the child or the
circumstances of the family.
5. SSI benefits will be decreased dollar for dollar by the amount of the AA
payment. The Social Security Administration must be notified of the
adoption assistance.
6. If the adoptive parents and the PCSA cannot agree on the amount of
the AA payment, the adoptive parents have the right to request a
state hearing.
7. Once a child is adopted and determined to be eligible for title IV-E
adoption assistance, the adoption assistance payments may not be
automatically adjusted without the agreement of the adoptive
parents for any reason other than an across-the-board reduction or
increase in foster care maintenance rates. (So the only regulation that
can reduce the amount of the AA payment is an across-the-board
reduction in the foster care rate).
8. The PCSA must inform prospective adoptive parents of adoption
subsidies and financial and medical resources.
9. The PCSA holding custody of the child or the PCSA in the county where
the adoptive parents reside if the child is not in the custody of a PCSA
is responsible for the AA application and AA determination.
Payment issues for Title IV-E AA
1. The maximum payment may not exceed the amount that would have
been paid to the foster parents as the foster care maintenance
payment for the child’s care.
2. Payments can continue until age 18, or until age 21 if the child has a
mental or physical handicap [5101:2:49:04].
3. Payments are negotiated and related to the circumstances of the
adoptive family and the needs of the child.
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4. Checks for the federal and state amounts are issued monthly by ODJFS
based on information supplied by the PCSA responsible for the
adoption assistance agreement. Checks are issued the beginning of
the month for that month. The PCSA will issue a check for the match
for amounts over $240.00.
Appeal Issues for Title IV-E AA
Adoptive parents may receive Title IV-E AA post-finalization through an
appeal process if relevant facts regarding the child were known to the
PCSA or PCPA and not presented to the adoptive parent(s) prior to the
final decree of adoption or the PCSA or PCPA failed to advise the
adoptive parent(s) of the availability of AA.
International Adoption Title IV-E Adoption Assistance
Three eligibility requirements tend to preclude international adoptees from
qualifying for adoption assistance. Prior to a final decree of adoption the
following must occur:
1. A PCSA must determine that the child cannot or should not be
returned to the biological parents’ home, based on the existence
of:
a. an order from a court terminating parental rights;
b. the existence of a petition for the termination of parental
rights; or
c. a signed relinquishment by the birth parents.
2. A reasonable effort must have been made to place the child
without a subsidy;
3. A link must be made with AFDC and/or SSI eligibility.
International adoptions do not fit these criteria.
* This information is taken from Ohio Administrative Code rules, Chapter
5101:2-49 (effective January 2007)
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Handout #9
Parental Considerations in Disruption

PARENTAL CONSIDERATIONS IN DISRUPTION
(James, Arleta. 2009. Brothers and Sisters in Adoption. Perspectives Press)

When adoptive families are struggling with a decision whether to disrupt, it
is a chaotic and unstable time. The following questions may assist them in
determining if disruption, displacement or dissolution is truly the right
decision at this time.


If my birth child was acting this way, would I move him or her? Why do I
view the adoptee differently?



Have we truly given this child enough time to adequately adjust and
integrate into our family?



Are we certain this isn’t a temporary crisis?



Are we moving the child because he or she isn’t meeting our needs?



Have we fully examined (hopefully with an objective adoption
professional) our original and current expectations? Were they and
are they realistic?



Have we truly attempted to attach to this child, even if the child is
rejecting?



Have we sought every possible avenue of formal (therapeutic) and
informal (peer) support?



Have we made efforts to educate ourselves?



Have we worked to implement a variety of parenting techniques?



Are we blaming an agency for our troubled adoption, or are we
accepting our role in our current situation?



Have we given consideration to the aftermath—what will happen with
each of us after the child leaves? How will the other children in the
home be affected?
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Handout #10
Case Scenario

CASE SCENARIO
Ms. Marjorie Marks, her 11-year-old daughter Patrice, and her
grandmother, Mrs. Stokes, have recently adopted Cindy, age eight. After
one month of placement, it was clear that Cindy was struggling with trust
issues. She was having a hard time making friends and kept saying that
she shouldn’t bother trying, she was just going to move again. Cindy had
trouble with tantrums both at home and at school.
During the sixth month of placement, Cindy’s behavior, which had been
steadily improving, deteriorated quickly. She began to wet the bed
regularly and had violent temper tantrums. She did everything wrong.
She threatened to run away, and one day she did not come home from
school. Patrice said she had looked everywhere, and didn’t know where
Cindy had gone. After a frantic tour of the neighborhood and a call to
the police, the family found Cindy sitting alone in the dark on the school
playground. Ms. Marks called Richard Velasquez, the caseworker, and
asked him to come out the next day.
Ms. Marks was emotionally distraught and frantic. She and Richard tried
to identify what might have happened to prompt this behavior. Ms. Marks
said she wasn’t sure she could put up with Cindy running away.


Which stage of adjustment is the family in?



Which phase of escalation towards disruption is the family
in?



How would you intervene to strengthen the parent/ child
attachment?
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Handout #10a
Case Scenario Work Sheet

CASE SCENARIO WORK SHEET
Family member(s) affected

CINDY
(CHILD)

MARJORIE
(MOTHER)

What is the issue/problem?

Specify service/resource
recommended

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

4.

4.

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

4.

4.
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Family member(s) affected

PATRICE
(SISTER)

MRS. STOKES
(GRANDMOTHER)

What is the issue/problem?

Specify service/resource
recommended

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

4.

4.

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

4.

4.
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Handout #11
Additional MEPA Information

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON MEPA-AS
AMENDED
PERMISSIBLE/NON-PERMISSIBLE ACTIVITIES:
•Foster Care:
•Adoption:

OAC 5101:2-42-18.1(E)
OAC 5101:2-48-13(G)

MEPA MONITOR PROCESS:
•Foster Care:
•Adoption:

OAC 5101:2-42-18.1(G-I)
OAC 5101:2-48-13(I-K)

MEPA COMPLAINT PROCEDURES/NON-RETALIATION CLAUSE:
•Foster Care/Adoption:

OAC 5101:2-33-03

MEPA CODE OF CONDUCT:
•Foster Care/Adoption:

OAC 5101:2-33-11(D)

GENERAL INFORMATION:
ODJFS website:

www.jfs.ohio.gov

Health and Human Services-Office of Civil Rights websites:
www.hhs.gov/ocr OR www.hhs.gov/ocr/mepa
Administration for Children and Families website:
www.acf.hhs.gov
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Handout #12
Permissible and Non-Permissible Activities

MEPA
PERMISSIBLE AND NON-PERMISSIBLE ACTIVITIES
The following activities have been deemed PERMISSIBLE by OAC
5101:2-42-18.1(E) and OAC 5101:2-48-13(G). Exact citations are
found after the rule:
a.

Asking about and honoring any initial or subsequent choices
made by prospective adoptive parents regarding what race,
color, or national origin of child the prospective adoptive
parents will accept --Adoption: OAC 5101:2-48-13(G)(1)
Asking about and honoring any initial or subsequent choices
made by prospective foster caregivers regarding what race,
color, or national origin of a child the prospective foster
caregivers will accept--Foster Care: OAC 5101:2-42-18.1(E)(1)
 Prospective parents may choose to parent any type of child
they feel comfortable nurturing and caring for on a
temporary or lifelong basis. Prospective foster or adoptive
parents are permitted to "change their mind" at any time.
Applicants may make statements such as "We do not desire
to parent Asian children," or "I don't think an African American
child would do well in our neighborhood." The agency must
respect their wishes and not retaliate in any way.

b.

Providing information and resources about adopting a child
of another race, color or national origin to prospective
adoptive parents who request such information and making
known to all families that such information and resources are
available--Adoption: OAC 5101:2-48-13(G)(2)(3)
Providing information and resources about fostering a child of
another race, color or national origin to prospective foster
caregivers who request such information and making known
to all families that such information and resources are
available--Foster Care: OAC 5101:2-42-18.1(E)(2)
Assessors must be well versed in the dynamics and strategies
of parenting a child of a different RCNO in order to respond
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to questions and concerns raised by prospective foster or
adoptive parents who desire to parent a child of another
RCNO. Consequently, social workers must strive to develop
knowledge through education activities such as attending
culture/diversity training, self-study, participation on cultural
diversity workgroups or committees.
Some guidelines to assist social workers in responding to foster
or adoptive parents questions or inquiries:
1.
Avoid statements that would be considered as
"steering."
"Steering" is any activity that attempts to discourage
prospective foster or adoptive caregivers from
providing care for a child of a particular race, color, or
national origin.
2.

Provide information that is research based---NOT YOUR
OPINION! Reviewing articles from social work journals
such as Child Welfare or Social Work will provide you
with factual information to share with the families.

3.

Encourage foster and adoptive families to conduct
their own information-gathering by participating in
support groups, OCWTP training, reading articles from
Adoptive Parents magazine, reviewing materials from
the National Adoption Information Clearinghouse
(NAIC), or attending conferences by North American
Council on Adoptable Children (NACAC), Child
Welfare League of America (CWLA) and the National
Foster Parent Association (NFPA).

In addition, agencies should develop materials and resources
such as book lists, suggested readings, community resources
(parent support groups, cultural centers, churches, events,
and activities). Information about these resources should be
ready and available to families who request it. Agencies
must inform families that such information is available.
c.

Considering the request of a birth parent(s) to place the child
with a relative or non-relative identified by name --Adoption:
OAC 5101:2-48-13(G)(4) and Foster Care: OAC 5101:2-4218.1(E)(3)
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There are times when the birth parent indicates that he or she
desires a placement with a relative or friend of the family. This
may be the birth parents' attempt to avoid a placement
across racial lines. However, the relative (or non-relative) must
be specifically named--it cannot be a broad request, such
as, "I want my child with a Latino family." In addition, the
specified relative/non-relative must meet all relevant state
child protection standards and the placement must be in the
child's best interests.
d.

Promoting cultural awareness, including awareness of cultural
and physical needs that may arise in the care of children of
different races, ethnicities, and national origins as part of the
training which is required of all applicants who seek to
become adoptive parents-- Adoption: OAC 5101:2-4813(G)(6)
Promoting cultural awareness, including awareness of cultural
and physical needs that may arise in the care of children of
different races, ethnicities, and national origins as part of the
training which is required of all applicants who seek to
become foster caregivers-- Foster Care: OAC 5101:2-4218.1(E)(5)
In Ohio, all prospective foster and adoptive parents are
required to complete a state approved training on cultural
diversity as part of their pre-service training. This is permissible
since all applicants, not just those desiring to parent a child of
a different RCNO, must attend the training. Therefore, no
delay is experienced by the prospective family.
Though the pre-service training (and the session on Cultural
Diversity) is required of all prospective foster and adoptive
parents, agencies should inform all families during Preservice
training that information, support and resources are available
to any family who requests such help. In addition, it is
permissible to provide information, resources and support
opportunities via newsletters, mailings or flyers if all families
receive such correspondence.
Handouts, booklets, pamphlets, and other resource materials
may be made available to all training participants as part of
the training session on cultural diversity, as required by OAC
5101:2-5-33 and 5101: 2-48-09. Any handouts developed,
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utilized or made available during training must have prior
approval from ODJFS. Approved resources are available via
the OCWTP Foster, Adoptive and Kin Preservice Training
Curriculum.
e.

Documenting verbal comments, verbatim, or describing in
detail any other indication made by a prospective adoptive
family member living in the household or any other person
living in the household reflecting a negative perspective
regarding the race, color, or national origin of a child for
whom the prospective adoptive family have expressed an
interest in adopting. Adoption: OAC 5101:2-48-13(G)(7)
Documenting verbal comments, verbatim, or describing in
detail any other indication made by a prospective foster
caregiver household member living in the household, or any
other person living in the household reflecting a negative
perspective regarding the race, color, or national origin of a
child for whom the prospective foster family have expressed
an interest in fostering or adopting Foster Care: OAC 5101:242-18.1(E)(6)
The documentation shall indicate whether those comments
were made before or after completion of the cultural diversity
training which is required for all adoptive (or foster caregiver)
applicants. The comments/conversation may have taken
place during the homestudy interviews, during training, or in
conversation with staff, such as phone calls or face-to-face
contacts.
In addition, documentation shall be included in the family's
homestudy, update, or an addendum to the homestudy or
update prior to consideration of placement or a matching
conference. (For the purposes of this rule, a matching
conference is the process of determining the most
appropriate adoptive (or foster care) family for the child
based on the child's special needs. The matching committee
may consider the information in determining if the placement
is in the child's best interests.)
The following are required components of the
documentation:
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1.

2.

The entire conversation must be recreated including
the social worker's comments and /or responses and
what specifically was said by each party. This is known
as a "process recording".
If the comments were made before or after the
required cultural diversity training

Below are recommendations/suggestions for documentation
of the conversations/observations. These should be made in
writing:
1.
Who was present including all household members,
staff and others present during the conversation or
when the observation was made
2.
Date/time/place of the comments
3.
Witnesses’ dated signatures
f.

Considering the race, color, or national origin of the child as a
possible factor in the placement decision when compelling
reasons serve to justify that the RCNO need to be a factor in
the placement decision pursuant to paragraph (I) and (J) of
this rule. Even when the facts of a particular case allow
consideration related to the RCNO, this consideration shall not
be the sole determining factor in the placement decision.
Adoption: OAC 5101:2-48-13(G)(5)
Considering the race, color, or national origin as a possible
factor in the placement decision when compelling reasons
serve to justify that the RCNO need to be a factor in the
placement decision pursuant to paragraph (G) of this rule.
Even when the facts of a particular case allow consideration
related to the RCNO, this consideration shall not be the sole
determining factor in the placement decision. Foster Care:
OAC 5101:2-42-18.1(E)(4)
While each placement decision must be made based on the
individual needs of the child, the consideration of race, color,
or national origin as a relevant factor is quite unusual. Even
when the facts of a particular case allow consideration
related to race, color or national origin, this consideration
shall not be the determining factor in the placement decision.
An example of a compelling reason may be when a child
initiates a verbal or written self-disclosure that he or she is
adamant about not living with a family of another race,
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color, or national origin. However, further assessment by the
MEPA monitor and an outside mental health professional is
required before a match considering race, color, or national
origin can be made. In this situation, the MEPA Monitor
process must be followed. This process will be discussed later.
IMPORTANT NOTE: Even when justified, the consideration of
RCNO shall not be the sole determining factor in the
placement decision and does not equate that only a samerace placement should be considered. All families who can
meet the child's needs must still be considered. However, if in
extreme circumstances, which are likely to be rare, a social
worker feels that RCNO must be considered, the JFS 01688,
"Individualized Child Assessment" process must be followed.
This will be discussed in the next section. Even when the JFS
01688 process is completed, the agency still cannot use
RCNO as a reason to seek out homestudies for a same race
placement or use RCNO to differentiate between
placements. RCNO can not be the sole factor considered in
placement decision-making.
g.

Honoring the decision of a child over twelve years of age to
not consent to an adoption when that decision has been
approved by a court pursuant to Section 3107.06 of the
Revised Code--Adoption: OAC 5101:2-48-13(G)(2)
In Ohio, children over the age of 12 must consent to their
adoption. If a child has indicated that he or she will not agree
to an adoptive placement, the court, during a regular review
hearing, must approve that decision in order to honor the
child's request. The child's social worker must document the
reasons why the child has indicated that he or she does not
wish to consent to the adoption and what support, education
and counseling has been offered to the child. Social workers
must take care not to influence the child's decision by using
unsupportive comments or negative attitudes. If the child's
refuses to consent to the adoption on the basis of RCNO,
then the JFS 01688 process should be followed.
A similar rule does not exist for foster care placements.
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Non-Permissible Activities
The following activities ARE NOT PERMISSIBLE by OAC 5101:2-4218.1(F) and OAC 5101:2-48-13(H):
a.

Using race, color, or national origin of the prospective
adoptive parents to differentiate between adoptive
placements for a child , unless the procedures in paragraph
(I) of this rule are followed.  Adoption: OAC 5101:2-4813(H)(1)
Using race, color, or national origin of a prospective foster
caregiver to differentiate between foster care placements for
a child, unless the procedures in paragraph (G) of this rule
are followed. --Foster Care: OAC 5101:2-42-18.1(F)(1)
Example: Giving one family an advantage or showing
preference for one family over another because of their race,
color, or national origin - Each family should be considered
relative to their capacity to meet the child's special and
unique needs, not their RCNO.

b.

Honoring the general request of birth parent(s) to place a
child with a prospective adoptive parent(s) of a specific race,
color, or national origin unless the birth parent(s) identifies a
relative or non-relative by name and that person is found to
meet all relevant state child protection standards, provided
that the agency determines that the placement is in the best
interests of the child. --Adoption: OAC 5101:2-48-13(H)(2)
Honoring the general request of birth parent(s) to place a
child with a parent(s) of a specific race, color, or national
origin unless the birth parent(s) identifies a relative or nonrelative by name and that person is found to meet all relevant
state child protection standards, and the agency determines
that the placement is in the best interests of the child. --Foster
Care: OAC 5101:2-42-18.1(F)(2)
As mentioned in the previous section, the request by a birth
parent to place a child with a relative or non-relative must
name a specific individual. Birth parents may say, "I don't
want my child with a blue family, I want them to live with a
yellow family." General requests to place a child with a same
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RCNO family cannot be honored. It is helpful to counsel birth
parents regarding the legal guidelines by which placement
decisions must be made.
c.

Requiring a prospective adoptive family to prepare or accept
a transracial adoption plan --Adoption: OAC 5101:2-4813(H)(3)
Requiring a prospective family to prepare or accept a
transracial foster care plan -- Foster Care: OAC 5101:2-4218.1(F)(3)
This constitutes "additional assessment" and, therefore,
creates a delay for the prospective family to be ready for
placement. It can also be viewed as a way of discouraging
applicants by creating more paperwork for them to
complete.
Prior to MEPA, it was not uncommon for prospective
foster/adoptive parents who desired to parent a child of
another RCNO to be required to complete additional
paperwork, attend more hours of training, and produce a
plan to describe how they would meet a child's racial needs.

d.

Using "culture" or "ethnicity" as a proxy for race, color, or
national origin.--Adoption: OAC 5101:2-48-13(H)(4) and Foster
Care: OAC 5101:2-42-18.1(F)(4)
There have been times when agencies have tried to
circumvent the requirements of MEPA by using the terms
culture or ethnicity in lieu of the terms race, color, or national
origin. Agencies must be careful to avoid this practice, as it is
a clear violation of MEPA. It is helpful to recognize and
remember that race and culture have very different
definitions:
race:
a constellation of physical features of an
individual transmitted via genetics, such as skin
color, hair texture, facial features, etc.
culture: attitudes, values, and beliefs of an individual
transmitted via learning from others through
modeling, teaching, observation, etc.
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e.

Delaying or denying placement of a child based upon the
geographical location of the neighborhood of the
prospective adoptive family whenever geography is being
used as a proxy for the racial or ethnic composition of the
neighborhood; the demographics of the neighborhood; the
presence or lack of presence of a significant number of
persons of a particular race, color or national origin in the
neighborhood or any similar purpose. --Adoption: OAC
5101:2-48-13(H)(5)
Delaying or denying placement of a child based upon the
geographical location of the neighborhood of the
prospective foster caregiver whenever geography is being
used as a proxy for the racial composition of the
neighborhood; the demographics of the neighborhood; the
presence or lack of presence of a significant number of
persons of a particular race, color or national origin in the
neighborhood or any similar purpose.-- Foster Care: OAC
5101:2-42-18.1(F)(5)
The OAC specifically notes that "geography" may not be
used as a proxy for RCNO is for "the demographics of the
neighborhood; the presence or lack of presence of a
significant number of persons of a particular race, color, or
national origin in the neighborhood or similar purpose."
For example, a social worker might say, "I can't place a child
in that neighborhood because the child isn't used to living in
the suburbs." This is could be interpreted as denying a
prospective foster/adoptive family placement because their
neighborhood or community does not reflect the child's race,
color, or national origin.
In addition, The Adoption and Safe Families Act (ASFA) of
1997 prohibits the denial or delay of placement based on the
prospective adoptive family's geographic location.
However, neighborhood-based foster care is not prohibited
by MEPA/IEPA or ASFA. Foster care placements should
enhance the likelihood of reunification. Placement in
proximity to the child's home and school will not only support
reunification, but also will reduce the trauma experienced by
the child and decrease the chance of recidivism.
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f.

Requiring extra scrutiny, additional training, or greater cultural
awareness for individuals who are prospective adoptive
parents of children of a different RCNO than required of other
prospective adoptive parents.-- Adoption: OAC 5101:2-4813(H)(6)
Requiring extra scrutiny, additional training, or greater cultural
awareness of individuals who are prospective foster
caregivers of children of a different RCNO required of other
prospective foster caregivers.-- Foster Care: OAC 5101:2-4218.1(F)(6)
All applicants, regardless of the type of child they wish to
adopt, must receive the same assessment, attend the same
training, and be held to the same requirements. Agencies are
not permitted to have additional requirements such as:
 Additional training requirements
 Approved transracial parenting plans
 Additional assessment activities, such as questionnaires
or surveys
 Any additional documentation related to transracial or
parenting, such as special references, letters of support,
etc.
In short, all applicants must receive the same treatment.
Therefore, if an agency requires training on cultural diversity, it
must be required of all applicants regardless of the type of
child they wish to foster or adopt. Consequently, the State of
Ohio has made cultural diversity training mandatory for all
applicants.

g.

Relying upon general or stereotypical assumptions about the
needs of children of a particular race, color, or national
origin.-- Adoption: OAC 5101:2-48-13(H)(7) and Foster Care:
OAC 5101:2-42-18.1(F)(7)
Each placement should take into consideration the unique
and special needs of the child. The child's needs are
determined via an individualized assessment of the child's
background and medical, physical, emotional, social, and
cognitive, needs as well as factoring in any salient birth family
social/medical history. Social workers must conduct a
thorough review of the child's record and seek to confirm
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documented and undocumented information before
considering the type of family best able to meet the child's
needs. Relying on assumptions is likely to lead to a disrupted
placement.
h.

Relying upon general or stereotypical assumptions about the
ability of prospective adoptive parents of a particular race,
color, or national origin to care for or nurture the sense of
identity of a child of another race, color, or national origin.-Adoption: OAC 5101:2-48-13(H)(8)
Relying upon general or stereotypical assumptions about the
ability of prospective foster caregivers of a particular race,
color, or national origin to care for or nurture the sense of
identity of a child of another race, color, or national origin.-Foster Care: OAC 5101:2-42-18.1(F)(8)
Just as each child deserves an individualized assessment,
each prospective placement family will benefit from the
same. A thorough, mutual family assessment will reveal each
family's strengths, limitations, motivations, values, and
expectations.
In addition, overgeneralization or stereotyping prospective
families will lead to misassumptions about the family.
Placements will be made or not made based on
misperceptions of the family. Crises or disruptions can often
occur when placement decisions are based on faulty
information.

i.

"Steering" or discouraging prospective adoptive parents
away from parenting a child of another race, color, or
national origin. "Steering" is any activity that attempts to
discourage prospective foster or adoptive caregivers from
providing care for a child of a particular race, color, or
national origin." -- Adoption: OAC 5101:2-48-13(H)(9)
"Steering" or discouraging prospective foster caregivers away
from parenting a child of another race, color, or national
origin. "Steering" is any activity that attempts to discourage
prospective foster or adoptive caregivers from providing care
for a child of a particular race, color, or national origin."-Foster Care: OAC 5101:2-42-18.1(F)(9)
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At times, social workers may feel compelled to dissuade
prospective parents of one RCNO from parenting children of
another RCNO. Some examples of this may be:
• describing additional requirements that applicants who
desire to parent a child of another RCNO must
complete;
• using scare tactics about potential problems the
parents would face if they parent a child of another
RCNO;
• stating that the family would receive a quicker
placement if they would only parent children of the
same race;
There are many other examples of "steering." Some are very
subtle; others are more blatant. All are non-permissible!
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Handout #13
MEPA Jeopardy

WHICH WAY DO WE GO??
OR
MEPA JEOPARDY!!
Directions: Answer the following questions for your assigned case:
A.
Is this situation potentially a problem?
B.
Why or why not?
C.
Describe the social worker's next steps
Case #1
Baby Jane Doe was abandoned at the hospital. She is a healthy white newborn. The
social worker is unable to find a white, legal-risk, foster-to-adopt home so the baby
is kept in the hospital another two days while the social worker calls other agencies
in the state.
Case #2
Mr. and Mrs. Winston are an infertile white couple who desire to adopt a healthy
newborn. They come to the training and fill out the application. On the application
they indicate that they only want to adopt a white or Asian child.
Case #3
Robert and James are two-year-old, African-American twins. They are removed
from their mother due to her drug addiction. At the placement meeting, the birth
mother requests that the children be placed with an African-American family, not a
white or Latino family. The children are placed in a group home while the social
worker searches for an African-American family.
Case #4
Little Julio is a four-year-old Puerto Rican boy who is the child of migrants. He
speaks no English. The social worker takes the child to the identified foster home,
but refuses to place the child since no one in the home can speak Spanish.
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Handout #14
Who-What-Where-When Quiz

WHO-WHAT-WHERE-WHEN QUIZ???
1. ___ Information regarding the "Complaint Procedure" for allegations of discrimination
involving race, color, or national origin in the foster care/adoption process must be given, in
writing, to all individuals applying to be a foster or adoptive parent within SEVEN DAYS
of the individual's first contact with the agency.
2. ___ Any individual may file a complaint alleging a discriminatory act, policy, or practice
involving race, color, or national origin in the foster care or adoption process of a
public/private agency having a foster care/adoption program or ODJFS.
3. ___ When an individual believes that he or she has been discriminated against based on
RCNO during the foster care/adoption process, he or she may file a compliant with any
public or private foster care/adoption agency or directly with the Ohio Department of Job
and Family Services.
4. ___ A complainant has two years to file a complaint of alleged discrimination involving
RCNO during the foster care/adoption process.
5. ___ When a complaint is received by any public/private foster care or adoption agency,
ODJFS and the Bureau of Civil Rights must be notified. ODJFS-Bureau of Civil Rights
shall conduct the investigation, not the public/private foster care or adoption agency.
Complaints regarding RCNO can be filed directly with BCR or the federal Health and
Human Services.
6. ___ When a public/private foster care/adoption agency is the subject of a complaint, that
agency shall cooperate fully with ODJFS and submit any information requested by ODJFS
within 14 days of request.
7. ___ The investigation shall include (but is not limited to) face-to-face interviews with the
complainant, agency personnel, and all relevant witness.
8. ___ The final investigation report shall be issued within 90 days of the receipt of the
initial complaint.
9. ___ Upon completion of the final investigation report, ODJFS shall determine if any
action against a public/private foster care or adoption agency is warranted.
10. ___ No person filing a complaint alleging a discriminatory act, policy, or practice, or
who has testified, assisted, or participated in any manner in the investigation of a complaint
shall be intimidated, threatened, coerced, or retaliated against by any employee or
contractor of the public/private foster care/adoption agency or ODJFS.
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Handout #15
Ethical Considerations

Ethical Considerations in Open
Adoption
Examining the mainstream ethical considerations and
guidelines found in the National Association of Social
Worker Code of Ethics and from other researchers that
have examined the subject, the following are key ethical
principles to be highlighted in open adoption.
Principle 1: Responsibility to Clients and Self-Determination1
Social workers must understand their responsibility to their clients, whether
that client is a birth parent or adoptive parent. That means each party is
entitled to be informed of their legal rights, information and prevision of
pre- and post-placements services and support. Each party should have
the right to self-determination without “exploitation or abuse of any
participant.”2
Principle 2: Integrity
Social workers must understand their responsibility to avoid undue
influence in helping to facilitate an open adoption. Birth parents have a
right to fully understand the benefits and potential issues within open
adoption, as do the adoptive parents.
Principle 3: Care and Protection of the Most Vulnerable
Social workers employed in the field of child welfare must understand from
an ethical perspective that the child is of most importance. Decisions and
actions should be based on that commitment to meeting the needs of
the most vulnerable, powerless participant– the child.3
Principle 4: Communication, Honesty, and Truthfulness

1

The ethical considerations in this handout are adapted from two sources:
Babb, L.A. (2001). Ethics in Contemporary American Adoption Practice. In Groza, V. &
Rosenberg, K. Clinical and Practice Issues in Adoption (2nd ed.). Westport, CN: Bergin
& Garvey.
Reamer, Frederic and Siegel, Deborah, (2007) “Ethical Issues in Open Adoption”
Implications for Practice, Families in Society, The Journal of Contemporary Social
Services, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, page 17.
2

From Reamer and Siegal
Ibid.
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Social workers helping clients to navigate the waters of open adoption
must commit themselves to full and complete honesty among the
participants. “Secrecy and deception impair openness. Open adoption
participants should be forthright with one another and avoid all
misrepresentation.” This includes being honest with the reality of the type
of structural openness arrangements one can honor and in sharing
information that is important for each partner to know.4

4

Ibid.
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Handout #16
Jeopardy

OPENNESS JEOPARDY QUESTIONS
Adoptalk
1. A family that talks openly of the birth parents, but has not met them
would be an example of …
a. Open communication
b. Structural openness
c. Psychological presence
2. According to research, who is most influential in creating a healthy
adoption communication environment in the home?
a. Father
b. Mother
c. Both share equally
3. The birth parent, particularly the birth mother, is a powerful figure in the
adoptive home, often even more so when the adoption is closed. This
phenomenon is called:
a. Psychological presence
b. Anger management
c. Disengagement
4. An area to explore with prospective adoptive parents regarding
adoption communication is:
a. Which books about adoption they plan to purchase for their
child
b. The parents’ willingness and ability to acknowledge and
explore adoption issues both personally and with others
c. Whether the parents plan to inform the child’s teacher about
the adoption
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5. Adoptees can best integrate their past with their future if:
a. They have accurate information about their histories
b. They are protected from negative information about their
birth families
c.

Adoption is discussed only when they ask questions about
their birth parents

Tier Review
6. What year did adoption records close in Ohio?
a. 1956
b. 1974
c. 1964
7. Honeymoon, ambivalence, reciprocal interactions, and bonding
represent what in the life of an adoptive family?
a. Stages of grief
b. Stages of adjustment
c. Stages of dissolution
8. Which is not a core issue of adoption?
a. Loss
b. Jealousy
c. Divided loyalties
d. Control
e. Identity
9. Which of the following children would not qualify for a special needs
definition under Title IV-E Adoption Assistance?
a. An 11-year-old child
b. A sibling group of three children
c. A child with developmental delays
d. None of the above
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10. Which of the following is not one of the three factors that determine
the level of crisis experienced by a child or family during a change in
placement?
a. Level of stress
b. Ability to cope
c. Number of pre-placement visits
d. An accurate perception of the event

Pros and Cons
11. Research in adoption says that adoptive parents are dissatisfied by
their level of openness due to the following reason:
a. Too much birth parent involvement
b. Birth parents fade out of the picture
c. Agency interference
12. Birth parents in closed adoption have reported few emotional or
psychological implications as a result of their experience.
a. True
b. False
13. Factors which might indicate less openness within the adoptive
relationship might include:
a. A birth parent who does not support the adoptive parents as
the parents of the child
b. Adoptive parents who have
maintaining clear boundaries

difficulty

drawing

and

c. A child who is afraid of the birth parents
d. All of the above
14. What is a benefit of openness in adoption?
a. The adopted child receives “permission” from his birth parent
to attach to the adoptive family.
b. The adoptive parents can get a child more quickly.
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c. The birth parents can participate in parenting the child.
d. It’s less work for the Assessor.
15. Cultural differences between the birth and adoptive families that
might positively or negatively impact their openness relationship might
include:
a. Age
b. Work schedule
c. Socio-economic level
d. A and C

Openness Practice
16. When birth parents and adoptive parents enter into an open adoption
agreement, they have entered into an agreement that is legally
binding in the State of Ohio.
a. True
b. False
17. A family who has exchanged only first names and some information
through a mediated plan is an example of…
a. Closed adoption
b. Semi-open adoption
c. Fully mediated adoption
18. Which best describes semi-open adoption?
a. Adoptive and birth families have met and exchanged
identifying information and develop a plan for ongoing
contact.
b. Birth mother chooses adoptive family. The two families agree
to exchange first names and will exchange pictures and
letters through an intermediary.
c. Birth parents and adoptive parents do not exchange any
identifying information.
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19. Which one is not a key factor to consider when assessing an adoptive
parent’s ability to maintain an open adoption relationship?
a.

Educational level

b.

Cultural sensitivity

c.

Empathy and compassion

d.

Ability to set boundaries

e.

Emotional maturity

20. Promising a birth parent that he or she can maintain an ongoing open
relationship with a child being placed for adoption constitutes what
type of ethical dilemma in openness practice:
a. Client self-determination
b. Honesty
c. Protection of the most vulnerable client
d. Full disclosure
openness

regarding

benefits

and

challenges

of

e. B and D
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Handout 17
CFSR

Child and Family Services Reviews
The Child and Family Services Reviews (CFSR) are thorough assessments
conducted by the Children's Bureau, within the United States Department of
Health and Human Services, designed to monitor the performance of State
Child Welfare Services in compliance with Federal requirements.

7 Outcomes Measured

Safety
Well-being
Permanency

Safety
 Children are, first and foremost, protected from abuse and neglect
 Children are safely maintained in their homes whenever possible and
appropriate
Well-being
 Families have enhanced capacity to provide for their children's needs
 Children receive appropriate services to meet their educational needs
 Children receive adequate services to meet their physical and mental
health needs
Permanency
 Children have permanency and stability in their living situations
 The continuity of family relationships and connections is preserved
for children

Sources: US Department of Health and Human Services, Administration for Children and Families; Children’s Bureau Child and
Family Services Review Fact Sheet; and Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia.
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Handout 18

OHIO – Interstate Compact on the Placement of Children (ICPC)
Introduction
Any adoption or foster care placement that involves the placement of a
child outside of Ohio will involve a federal law called the Interstate
Compact on the placement of Children (ICPC). All 50 states are
members of the Compact. To proceed with an adoption, please note
that it is illegal to move a child across state lines without first complying
with the ICPC requirements. Ohio is one of the few states to enact a new
version of the ICPC that was drafted in 2005. This FAQ should help inform
you about Ohio’s ICPC requirements.
Additional information on the ICPC can be found at:
http://www.aphsa.org/content/AAICPC/en/resources/ICPCFAQ.html
What is the Interstate Compact on the Placement of Children (ICPC)?


The Interstate Compact on the Placement of Children (ICPC) is a
statutory agreement between all 50 states, the District of Columbia
and the US Virgin Islands.



The Compact is a legally binding contract between the sending
state and receiving state, and has been enacted into law in each
of the participating states and territories. (ORC 5103.23)



The agreement governs the placement of children from one state
into another.
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The Compact sets forth the requirements that must be met before a
child can be placed out of state.



The Compact exists to ensure prospective placements are safe and
suitable before approval, the individual or entity placing the child
remains legally and financially responsible for the child following
placement, and children receive the same protections and services
that would be provided had they remained in their home states.



10 Articles make up the main compact, and these are in statute –
5103.23.
o The articles give authorization for the states to come together
to create regulations as part of the compact.
o There are currently 12 regulations

When does ICPC apply?


Applies to 4 types of placements:
o ALL Placements preliminary to adoption
o Non-relative placements, including foster care, residential,
and group home.
o Placements with parents/relatives, when the parent/relative
isn’t making the placement. (Relative = parent, stepparent,
grandparent, adult brother/sister, adult uncle/aunt, nonagency guardian.)
o Placements of adjudicated delinquents in a facility in another
state



Does not apply to:
o Visits = no longer than 30 days or during school vacation, must
have a pre-determined end date, no home study/supervision
requested, purpose is social/cultural experience of short
duration such as a stay at a camp, with a friend/relative who
has not assumed legal responsibility.
o Parent from whom child was not removed when:
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No reason to believe parent is unfit



No home study/supervision required



Court/agency will end jurisdiction immediately upon
placement

o A placement, not for adoption, when a
parent/relative/guardian (as defined in compact) is making
the placement with another parent/relative/guardian.
o (Also probate court cases - divorce custody issues, as a result
of will after death of parent/guardian, etc.)
Pertinent Regulations:




Regulation 1
o

An approved placement resource where a child is already
placed can move to another state with the child.

o

ICPC request should be sent on or prior to the date of the
family’s move.

o

Supervision of the placement should begin immediately upon
receipt of the ICPC request.

o

Family will need to have a new home study completed, in
accordance with the rules of the receiving state.

o

If the placement is found to be unsuitable, the child must be
returned to the sending state.

Regulation 11
o

Lists requirements for supervision in receiving state

o

If placement is approved, supervising agency in receiving
state must provide supervision upon notification of placement

o

Supervision can – and should – begin whether or not a 100B is
received
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o

Supervision must continue until the sending agency no longer
has jurisdiction – there is no time limit.

o

Progress/supervision reports must be sent at least quarterly,
more frequently if requested.

o

Minimum of monthly face-to-face visits

Regulation 12 covers private adoptions:
o

Must have Cover letter identifying the child, birth parents,
prospective adoptive parents, statement how match was
made, name of intermediary, name of supervising agency &
address.

o

Consent/relinquishment signed by parents in accordance
with law of sending state or receiving state if signs waiver of
own state’s law. Detailed information on how the rights of all
parents shall be legally addressed.

o

Certification that the consent/relinquishment is in compliance
with applicable laws of sending or, when applicable,
receiving state.

o

Verification of compliance with Indian Child Welfare Act.

o

Legal Risk acknowledgement signed by adoptive parents

o

Court entry or other statement showing basis on which
sending agency has authority to place child

o

Social/medical history for child

o

Adoption home study

o

Affidavit of expenses

o

Biological parents’ social/medical history (Ohio is JFS 1616)

o

Statement from entity providing post-placement supervision

Ohio Process
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Ohio is decentralized. All out-going public agency requests
handled by the designated Assistant DCA at the county. In-coming
requests for public agencies to complete home studies/do
supervision, go directly to counties.



All private adoptions, private foster placements, & residential
placements not from PCSA, and in-coming placements into private
agency foster/adoptive homes go through state.
Much of what is required is documentation that would be
completed during the normal course of placements
(consents/relinquishments, court orders, home studies, etc.)





ICPC doesn’t change the legal requirements in either state as far as
home studies, relinquishment of rights, etc.



ICPC workers are mostly checking to make sure all rules/laws in their
state are being followed, the placement appears to be safe, and
there are measures in place for supervision and the provision of
services.



Some states will accept e-mailed requests, some won’t. Ohio will.



All packets must contain a 100A (JFS 1661): 100A sending
agency/person must be in Ohio. There must be someone in Ohio
who is ultimately responsible. For privates, usually birth mother or
private agency. For publics, usually PCSA or Juvenile Court.



All packets must contain something showing the placing entity has
the authority to place the child.



Ohio requires all documentation listed in regulations, plus all
documents related to consents/relinquishments (JFS 1693, 1616,
etc.) if sending and all supporting documents for the home study if
receiving (safety audit, fire inspection, BCII checks, medical forms,
etc.)



For private placements, send all required documents to state ICPC
office. Once reviewed, will be sent on to other state’s ICPC office
for approval (out-going.) In-coming goes in reverse.



Child should not be placed (go home with family) until approval.
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Once child placed, send 100B (JFS 1662) showing the date of
placement.



All placements must be supervised until both states in agreement
that case can be closed, adoption finalized, legal custody can be
granted to relative OR child is emancipated, returns to sending
state, etc.



Once case is closed, the sending entity is responsible for sending a
100B showing that the ICPC can be closed and the reason.

Ohio ICPC Contact:
Heather Spencer, ICPC DCA (Deputy Compact Administrator)
4200 E. Fifth Ave.
Columbus, OH 43219
Phone: 614-752-1045
E-mail: Ohio_ICPC_Office@jfs.ohio.gov or Heather.Spencer@jfs.ohio.gov
Additional information and complete list of ICPC Articles and regulations
can be found at: http://icpc.aphsa.org/content/AAICPC/en/home.html.
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Handout 19
Relative Search

INTENSIVE RELATIVE SEARCH Contact INFORMATION
Potential Relationships and/0r Sources of information
Child’s Name:
Child’s Age:
Child’s ID#:

Date of File Review:
Reviewed by:
Name:

Relationship to
Child:

Quality of
Relationship

Dates
Appeared
in File:

*Contact Information:

Follow Up Ideas:

* Phone number, last known address, person this individual was in the company of or is known to.

Contacts may be found in many places – for example a birthday card, court appearance, letter, reference in case
note.
Additional Information Provided:




Placement History Printout
Case Manager History Printout
Other (specify):

Notes:

Louisell, Mardith J. (2008.) Six Steps to Find a Family: A Practice Guide to Family Search and Engagement. The National Resource Center for FamilyCentered Practice and Permanency Planning at the Hunter College of Social Work.
http://www.hunter.cuny.edu/socwork/nrcfcpp/downloads/SixSteps.pdf
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Handout 20
Search Tools

FAMILY FINDING SEARCH TOOLS5
FREE SITES
Criminal Records
Family Watchdog (www.familywatchdog.us)
National sex offender registry
Federal Bureau of Prisons (www.bop.gov)
Can search for Federal inmates incarcerated from 1982 to the present.
The search page is here: www.bop.gov/iloc2/LocateInmate.jsp
Megan’s Law (www.meganslaw.ca.gov)
VINElink (www.vinelink.com)
VINELink is the online version of VINE (Victim Information and Notification
Everyday), the National Victim Notification Network. VINE is a service through
which victims of crime can use the telephone or Internet to search for
information regarding their offender's custody status and register to receive
telephone and email notification when their offender's custody status
changes. If the inmate for whom you’re searching is in custody at a
corrections facility that participates in VINE, you should be able to locate
custody information on VINELink.
Email
About.com: Top 9 Tips to Find Anybody's Email Address
(http://email.about.com/od/addresssearchtip/tp/find_email.htm)
In addition to the actual tips to look for email addresses, there are
multiple links to other search sites, and a list of related About.com
articles.
Genealogy
Access Genealogy (www.accessgenealogy.com)
Search a wide variety of genealogical records

5

California Youth Permanency Project, Seneca Center for Family Finding and Youth Connectedness—
adapted with permission
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Indian Tribal Records (www.accessgenealogy.com/native)
The Native American Rolls (www.accessgenealogy.com/native/rolls.htm)
contain records related to treaties, trade, land claims, Native American removal
to Oklahoma, allotments, military affairs, military service and pensions, trust
funds, and other activities.
Latter Day Saints (LDS) Genealogy Search (www.familysearch.org)
Genealogical records from the Mormon Church
General Search Engines
Google (www.google.com)
General search engine. Try searching on a person’s name. Sometimes you
can find a current address, genealogy or other interesting information on
individuals online. If you Google an address, you can obtain a map and/or
satellite view of the location. For more in-depth searching, try Google
Advanced Search (www.google.com/advanced_search?hl=en)
Mamma.com
Another general search engine; good for preliminary information
Obituaries
Obitsarchive.com (free/paid)
Newspaper obituary search. Searching through ObitsArchive.com's vast
collection of obituaries and death notices is free and unlimited. Users then
pay to view a specific item.
Obituaries.com
Links to obituary listing in the United States and Canada
People Finders
123people.com
People finder which searches “images, videos, phone numbers, email
addresses, social networking and Wikipedia profiles and much more.” Also
does international searching.
Classmates.com
Searches high school yearbook/class information
Federal Parent Locator Service (www.acf.hhs.gov/programs/cse/newhire)
Site for public use. This website is sponsored by the Administration for
Children and Families. Los Angeles County accesses this site through their
District Attorney’s office. The site includes information from the child support
services system, and the social security death index.
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iSearch (free/paid) (www.isearch.com)
People finder with the option to search by screen name, in addition to
name, email, and phone. Initial search is free; pay to view more detailed
information supplied by Intelius.
Jigsaw (free/paid) (www.jigsaw.com)
Provides professional contact information, including names, titles, email
addresses. Obtain information by purchasing it or by submitted others’
contact information.
Peoplefinder.com (free/paid)
This site is run by Intellius. Preliminary information is free; additional
information costs (through Intellius)
Pipl.com
People finder using more robust technology to search the “deep web," a vast
repository of underlying content, such as documents in online databases.
According to Pipl.com, general-purpose web crawlers cannot reach the deep
web. Its content is estimated at 500 times that of the surface web, yet has
remained mostly untapped due to the limitations of traditional search engines.
Privateye.com (free/paid)
The free portion lists places that people have worked, towns they have lived
in, and possible relatives. The paid portion lists people the search subject has
lived with.
Spock.com (free/paid)
People finder. The free portion searches social networking sites and the Web.
Includes links to other sites.
Wink (www.wink.com)
People finder for the US, Canada, and UK. Includes email search and search
of social networking sites such as Facebook and MySpace. Also search for
people by school, interests, career, photo, etc.
Zabasearch (free/paid) (www.zabasearch.com)
Search by name or phone number. Initial search is free; fee-based (through
Intelius) for additional information.
Public Records/Vital Statistics
blackbookonline.info (free/paid) (www.blackbookonline.info)
This site includes links to several other search engines, including state, local,
and federal information.
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Crimetime.com (free/paid)
Geared for private investigators, this site includes links to public record
searches and other information.
Marriage Records
(http://www.knowx.com/mr/search.jsp?userid=guest&password=welcome)
Includes records for several states, including Florida, Nevada, Ohio, and
Texas, and portions of California.
Rootsweb Death Records (www.rootsweb.com)
Site also has links to several other genealogical/public records sites
 Social Security Death Index (http://ssdi.rootsweb.ancestry.com/)
 California Death Records
(http://vitals.rootsweb.com/ca/death/search.cgi)
 Kentucky Death Records
(http://vitals.rootsweb.com/ky/death/search.cgi)
 Maine Death Records
(http://vitals.rootsweb.ancestry.com/me/death/search.cgi)
 Texas Death Records (http://vitals.rootsweb.com/tx/death/search.cgi)
Note: The California records have more information than the Federal
records, such as, birth state, mother’s maiden name, father’s name.
SearchSystems.net (free/paid) (www.searchsystems.net)
Very large public record directory online. Provides links to over 35,958
searchable public record databases, many of which are free. A good site for
finding municipal records and death certificates. SearchSystems also offers a
premium service, which is charged on a per-search basis: $29.95/year or
$9.95/month. Recommended by Kevin Campbell.
Social Security Death Index (http://helpdesk.rootsweb.com/ssdi)
This link gives an introduction and directions on how to use the site. To
bypass the instructions and go directly to the search page, go to:
http://ssdi.rootsweb.ancestry.com/.
SSN Allocation Table (www.ssa.gov/employer/stateweb.htm)
Shows the first three digits of assigned SSNs and the state or U.S.
Possession in which the SSN was issued.
Social/Professional Networking
Facebook (www.facebook.com)
Social networking site
LinkedIn (www.linkedin.com)
Professional networking site. Although it is free, you have to join to use the
site.
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MySpace (www.myspace.com)
Social networking site
Spokeo (www.spokeo.com)
Social-networking aggregator; searches 43 major social networks. According
to their website, “Spokeo is a friend finder/tracker that automatically brings
you friends’ updates across the Web.”
Telephone Directories/Reverse Lookup
411.com
This site has both reverse phone and reverse address lookup. You can also
search for neighbors.
Argali White & Yellow (free/paid) (www.argali.com)
Directory lookup that searches and aggregates results from several webbased phone and email address databases, along with several other directory
searches. Requires software download. Free version allows ten searches per
month; paid version allows unlimited searching and is $29.95 per user per
year with quantity discounts.
Anywho.com (free/paid)
This is AT&T’s online directory; advanced searches are done through
Intellius. The site includes white pages and a people finder. Using the free
portion, you can find towns and sometimes ages.
Area Codes (www.allareacodes.com)
Look up area codes for all the states, cities, and other areas serviced under
the North American Numbering Plan, including Canada.
MSN white pages (http://msn.whitepages.com)
White pages search, including reverse phone and address lookups
Superpages.com
Site includes yellow pages, people finder (including reverse phone number),
and business search using a map.
White Pages
Superpages.com
Ultimate White Pages (www.theultimates.com/white)
Whitepages.com
Yellow Pages
Superpages.com
Ultimate Yellow Pages (www.theultimates.com/yellow)
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Yellow.com
Yellowpages.com

SUBSCRIPTION SITES
Accurint (www.accurint.com)
A division of LexisNexis. Key features include:
 People Search… locates neighbors, associates and possible relatives.
 Phones Plus... tracks down phone numbers not typically available to
increase your chances of finding your subject. Access over 268 million
non-directory assistance records, including cell phone numbers.
 People at Work… links more than 287 million individuals to businesses
and includes information such as business addresses, phone numbers,
and possible dates of employment.
TM
 Relavint … visually links individuals with businesses, addresses,
relatives and vehicles.
 Advanced Person Search… helps find individuals when only old or
fragmented data is available.
Ancestry.com
Contains immigration, military, census, birth, marriage, and death records;
Jewish family history; African American family history
Offers 2 week free trial
Pricing for U.S. only/worldwide searches:
Annual membership: $12.95/24.95 month
Three months: $16.95/27.95 month
Monthly: $19.95/29.95 month
Entersect (www.entersect.net)
Entersect Public Records (EPR) offers searches on a variety of public records
with as little information as a name, social security number, or cell phone
number.
Individual searches range from $1 to $21, plus a one-time application fee of
$49
No monthly service fee or minimum usage fee
Global-Locate (www.global-locate.com/v4.1/page.asp)
Global-Locate, by Integrity, provides accurate address, phone and identification
details on citizens of 207 nations. Powered by worldwide Government issued ID
data, Global-Locate can help determine a current address, an active landline
phone number, a cell phone number or an unpublished number, plus identity and
age verification information such as date of birth, passport number or
government-issued ID number, where available. Global-Locate was designed
specifically for use by government, law enforcement and child welfare agencies
to help locate individuals world-wide.
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Monthly fee of $199/user for unlimited access; site pricing available.
Intelius (www.intelius.com)
People search, as well as background and criminal check
Per-use fee for each report requested ($1.95 for a people search report)
24-hour pass for unlimited search is $19.95
Quantity discount pricing is available; contact Intelius for more information.
Merlin Information Services (www.merlindata.com/databases.asp)
A wide variety of searches available, including address, phone, social security
number, court records, births, deaths, marriages, etc.
Cost per search ranges from 25 cents to $17.50, depending on the type of
search
People Finder unlimited for one user - $999.00 annually
Obituaries (www.obitsarchive.com)
Contains archived obituaries from 87 different newspapers in California alone
There are also archives available from all other states. If your local newspaper is
not included here, check with them to see about adding a subscription to their
online archives, if available. Search by name, publication date, or obituary text.
Single Article: $2.95
100 articles every 30 days: $19.95 (billed monthly)
The Work Number (www.theworknumber.com/socialservices)
The Work Number is an income and employment verification service used by
social service workers nationwide to determine eligibility for TANF, food stamps,
low-income housing, welfare-to-work programs, cash assistance, Medicaid and
other benefits. It’s also used by Title IV-D directors to find child support evaders
in cases where court orders have been established. The fee for a pay date
summary (SSN Search) is $3.00; the fee for an Income Verification is $6.50.
US Search (www.ussearch.com)
Provides a variety of search services on address, phone, social security number,
email address, maiden name, criminal records, and court reports.
Cost per search ranges from $1.95 (simple name and address) to $295.00
(due diligence background check with criminal search)

OTHER SOURCES





Absent Parent Department
Assessors Office/assessors records
Child Support
County/State Resources
o SACWS/Children Services Case File
o History in hard case file
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o County Automated Welfare System
o Statewide Child Support System
Coroner
County jails
County vital statistics
Department of Justice
Bureau of Motor Vehicles (BMV) records
District Attorney’s office
Eligibility Worker
Emergency contact information card from school
Family members
Family Services
Friends
Immigration Services/Consulates
Interviewing the child
o Use this database to look up SSI information, death information,
social security numbers, and search for addresses
Medical records (death code)
Military agencies (Social and Family Services Departments)
Obituaries (funeral homes)
Parole and Probation
Postmaster
Red Cross
Registered voters
Tribes
White & yellow pages (work phone)
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Handout #21
Reluctant Birth Parents

GATHERING BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
TIPS FOR WORKING WITH RELUCTANT BIRTH
PARENTS
By Cheryl Reber, Maureen Heffernan, and Jayne Schooler

A. Affirm the parent/child relationship with a sensitive and respectful
invitation for a meeting.
“Hi, I’m Kathy and I’m working with your son, Jamie. He really misses you.
We were talking about you on Wednesday, and he has some questions. I
wanted to get it right – it is important to Jamie. Could you meet with me
to get this information together for him?”
B. Bring a gift made by the child.
During an earlier visit with the child, have him/her draw a picture to send
to their parent(s). When you have the first information-gathering meeting
with the birth parent, give him/her the child’s drawing. Now you and the
birth parent(s) are connected through the child. The worker may want to
offer bringing a current photo of the child as an additional or alternative
suggestion to the birth parent.
C. Distance yourself from the court proceedings, affirm their situation, and
acknowledge their loss.
“I don’t know a lot about what is happening in court, but your worker told
me that you really love Jamie. Jamie tells me good things about you, too.
I know what is happening is really hard for you. You and I can’t change
any of that, but what we can do is make sure Jamie has what he needs to
be happy and healthy.”
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D. Inquire about the child’s likes and dislikes.
“What are some of Jamie’s favorite foods, his favorite TV program? What
does he like to do for fun?"
A favorite question that always makes the parent feel like the worker is on
their side is – “Kids always like to know why they have the name they do.
Why did you pick the name 'Jamie' for your son?"
E. Recall pleasant, happy, important memories about the child.
“ Can you tell me a funny story about when you were pregnant with
Jamie or when he was very little? What kind of things did he do to make
you laugh? What very special memory do you have of a birthday or
holiday with Jamie that would be important to help him remember?”
F. Recall pleasant, happy, difficult, or important memories about the birth
parent's (parents') childhood experiences.
“Kids almost always want to know what their mom and dad were like
when they were their age. What do you want me to tell Jamie about
when you were young?" (Keep a pad and pen close so that each word
the parent shares can be recorded.)
G. Ask the more difficult questions.
At this point, it is time to begin asking the more difficult questions – like
prenatal and postnatal history, extended family medical history,
educational background, talents and interests…
H. Ask to borrow pictures and suggest the possibility of making a video.
Ask the parent for pictures of birthdays, holidays, of themselves, and of
extended family members. Promise to have them copied and returned to
them in 10 days. Some parents will jump at the opportunity to make a
video. They will make an effort to have the tape just right – so you may
have to practice with them. Tell them what things the child needs to hear
such as:
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 They are doing ok
 The child is loved
 The child will always be remembered
 The child is wished well
Occasionally, parents cannot get the words together. You may have to
ask questions and then have parents respond with a "yes" or "no." If they
respond inappropriately, start over again, after telling them what they just
said will not be helpful to their child.
I. Leave on a positive note that will keep the door open for a return visit.
 Ask if they may be re-contacted if child needs more information;
 Ask them to contact you if they think of something they want the
child to know.
 Be grateful on the child’s behalf.
 Offer something in return such as updated information about the
child, current pictures (make sure promises made can be promises
kept)
 Thank them and again acknowledge that you appreciate their time
and effort in this difficult time.
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